USE GLASS TO CREATE ILLUSION OF SPACE

1. Create space: Use creative ideas to add a special touch to your living spaces by using glass. You could go for a glass floor or skylight to add an illusion of space to your space.

2. Glass furniture: If you are a little adventurous, you can replace your old furniture with glass furniture. Simple additions such as a contemporary glass centre table can change the look of your living room. Glass furniture could be a tad expensive but it adds a dramatic appeal to your space. It is also easy to maintain and can be repolished at home.

3. Jazz up the wall: No one likes plain boring walls. Something as simple as glass painting can be framed and put up on the walls, to add some drama to your space.

4. The photo effect: Add a personal touch to your home by displaying treasured photos in brilliant glass frames. Photos can be displayed in numerous ways—paint on glass, paste pictures on glass, ceramic print on glass, glass on glass pasting, collages and coasters.

5. Jazz up the wall: Changing the basic home decor like curtains can add a complete new dimension to your home. In fact you could even give the curtains a pass and go in for patchwork designs in glass fabric that can be placed on windows and doors to create space illusion.
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